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The Performance of Deterministic and
Stochastic Interest Rate Risk Measures:
Another Question of Dimensions?
Abstract
The eciency of traditional and stochastic interest rate risk measures is compared under
one-, two-, and three-factor Gauss-Markov HJM term structure models, and for dierent
immunization periods. The empirical analysis, run on the German Treasury bond market
from January 2000 to December 2010, suggests that: i) Stochastic interest rate risk measures
provide better portfolio immunization than the Fisher-Weil duration; and ii) The superiority
of the stochastic risk measures is more evident for multi-factor models and for longer invest-
ment horizons. These ndings are supported by a rst-order stochastic dominance analysis,
and are robust against yield curve estimation errors.
Key words: Interest rate risk, asset-liability management, immunization strategies, stochas-
tic duration, HJM models, stochastic dominance.
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1 Introduction
Interest rate risk is a long-standing concern for nancial institutions and academics, and
several interest rate risk measures have been derived to quantify this particular risk expo-
sure. The development of interest rate risk measures dates back to Macaulay (1938), who
introduces the concept of duration as a summary measure for the life of a bond. Hicks (1939)
proposes the same measure but in the form of an elasticity of capital value with respect to
the discount factor, and calls it the average period. Samuelson (1945) derives an average
time period, which corresponds to the Macaulay's duration. Redington (1952) proposes the
classic immunization rules for protecting the surplus of a xed income portfolio from changes
in interest rate levels.
Fisher and Weil (1971) relax the Macaulay's assumption of a at yield curve, and develop
a new duration measure|the Fisher-Weil duration|in which the discount factors are derived
from the current term structure of interest rates. According to Fisher and Weil (1971), a
portfolio is immunized against interest rate changes if the holding period return of the
portfolio is at least as large as the holding period return of the target bond.1 However, it
is well known that the Fisher-Weil duration provides an accurate hedging only for parallel
shifts of the yield curve.
To address the Fisher and Weil (1971) limitation of additive shifts in the yield curve, Bier-
wag and Kaufman (1977) dene a dierent duration measure. They assume an immunization
approach in which changes in the term structure of interest rates occur in a multiplicative
fashion, rather than additively. The resulting measure of duration was compared with those
of Macaulay and Fisher-Weil for bonds of various coupons and maturities, but negligible
dierences were found for maturities lower than 20 years.
The severity of the assumptions underlying the previous duration models motivated the
development of measures of dispersion, which emphasize the role that the portfolio structure
possesses on the results of an immunization strategy. These measures of dispersion include
1The target bond is the zero-coupon bond, free of default risk and noncallable, that matches the investor's
holding period preferences.
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both the M -squared suggested by Fong and Vasicek (1984), and the M -absolute proposed
by Nawalkha and Chambers (1996).2
Fooladi and Roberts (1992) as well as Bierwag et al. (1993) study the Canadian gov-
ernment bond market, and analyze also the importance of portfolio design for the success
of duration-based immunization strategies. They conclude that forcing a duration-matching
portfolio to include a bond with a maturity that matches the length of the immunization
period minimizes the deviation from the portfolio's promised return. Similarly, Soto (2001)
studies the Spanish government debt market in the period 1992-1999, and also concludes
that the portfolio structure is non-trivial for immunization purposes; she nds that when
portfolios include a bond maturing near the end of the holding period, the exposition to
non parallel shifts of the term structure of interest rates drops notably. More importantly,
and using again the Spanish government bond market, Soto (2004) tests the performance of
a wide set of strategies,3 and concludes that the success of duration-matching strategies is
primarily attributable to the number of factors considered. Similar ndings are also reached
by Bravo and Silva (2006) using data for the Portuguese government debt market, over the
sample period from August 1993 to September 1999.
In opposition with the previous deterministic interest rate risk measures, the so called
stochastic approach assumes that uncertainty about future interest rates is not fully captured
by the current yield curve. This dynamic approach|initiated by the single-factor setups of
Vasicek (1977) and Cox et al. (1985)|includes both equilibrium and no-arbitrage mod-
els. Equilibrium models require assumptions about key economic variables and the market
prices of risk involved in the stochastic processes driving interest rates. No-arbitrage models
overcome this diculty by featuring an appealing built-in consistency with respect to the
observed yield curve. Heath et al. (1992) (HJM henceforth) establish a general arbitrage-free
2Other popular approaches include the parametric duration models of Cooper (1977), Bierwag et al.
(1987), Chambers et al. (1988), or Prisman and Shores (2004), the partial duration models of Reitano
(1990), and the key-rate duration model of Ho (1992).
3The strategies analyzed by Soto (2004) include a naive strategy, a maturity strategy, a minimum M -
absolute strategy, bullet and barbell portfolios, and four sets of strategies based on four multiple factor
duration models.
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framework, based on the evolution of instantaneous forward rates over time, and show that
the initial yield curve and the interest rate volatility function are the only necessary inputs
for pricing purposes.
As discussed by Ingersoll Jr. et al. (1978) or Cox et al. (1979), the traditional Macaulay
and Fisher-Weil risk measures are not consistent with any reasonable arbitrage-free dynamic
term structure model. Taking the short-term interest rate as the only state variable, Cox et
al. (1979) introduce the concept of stochastic duration to measure the relative basis risk of
bonds.4 Stochastic duration is dened as the time to maturity of a zero-coupon bond with
the same basis risk as the target coupon-bearing bond. This risk measure can accommodate
multiple interest rate shocks, independently of the shape and/or location of the changes in
the yield curve.
Gultekin and Rogalski (1984) use actual U.S. market data (between January 1947 and
December 1976) to test empirically seven dierent duration specications as measures of
basis risk;5 they nd that none of the duration measures tested is useful for xed-income
performance evaluation and, hence, a duration-based immunization strategy may, in practice,
not work. Moreover, Wu (2000) modies the stochastic duration underlying the Vasicek
(1977) and Cox et al. (1985) models|by taking as the relevant risk factor the zero-coupon
bond yield associated to a xed fraction of the underlying coupon-bearing bond time to
maturity|but is not able to consistently outperform Macaulay's duration in the Belgian
government debt market (between 1991 and 1992).
Au and Thurston (1995) derive duration measures under a one-factor HJM model, and
dene the basis risk of a coupon-bearing bond as a function of forward rate volatilities, as-
suming constant, constant decay, and exponential decay volatility structures. Jerey (2000)
also describes the relationship between duration measures and the forward rate volatility
structure of HJM models. Munk (1999) generalizes the Cox et al. (1979) basis risk measure
4Basis risk can be dened as the relative change in the price of a bond due to an unexpected change in
the short-term interest rate.
5The seven specications used by Gultekin and Rogalski (1984) were the durations of Fisher and Weil
(1971), Bierwag (1977), Khang (1979), three mesures of duration derived by Cooper (1977), and the single-
factor stochastic duration proposed by Cox et al. (1979).
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and derives general properties of the stochastic duration measure. Ho et al. (2001) compare
the performance of a delta neutral hedge (based on a one-factor HJM exponential decay
volatility model), a spot rate sensitivity-based hedge, and a modied duration hedge. Using
weekly prices of three months sterling futures contracts|from December 1991 to December
1998|they hedge one-year sterling futures positions with two-year sterling futures contracts,
and the results suggest that the delta-hedging strategy is not superior to a modied duration
hedge. More recently, and using simulated data, Agca (2005) concludes that the traditional
interest rate risk measures provide, in most cases, a similar or better immunization perfor-
mance than the more complex (but single-factor) HJM interest rate risk measures.
Given the divergent results provided by the previous literature and summarized above,
the main purpose of this study is to answer the following research questions: Are stochastic
interest risk measures superior to their deterministic counterparts? Does the answer to the
previous question depend on the dimension of the stochastic term structure model adopted?
To test these two research hypothesis, we compare the immunization performance of the
Fisher-Weil versus stochastic duration measures, by tting the term structure of German
Treasury interest rates through a parametrization that is consistent|along the lines of Bjork
and Christensen (1999)|with a Gaussian HJM model with one, two, and three factors. We
also test a wide range of random, bullet and barbell portfolios, using investor planning periods
of one, three, and ve years. For this purpose, and although there are several immunization
criteria that can be adopted, we focus on the most widely used approach: the duration
matching criteria.
This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the method adopted to estimate the
yield curve, the bond data set in use, and the quality of the estimated results. Section 3
details the theoretical issues behind the interest rate risk measures and the immunization
strategies used in this paper. Section 4 discusses the main empirical implementation is-
sues. Section 5 reports our results, and Section 6 tests their robustness. Finally, Section 7
concludes.
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2 Term structure extraction methodology
All bonds to be considered are (almost surely) credit-risk free and provide a stream of certain
cash ows at known times in the future. The ith observed time-0 bond price is denoted by
Bi (0). This bond provides future cash ows ci;j at times tj, for j = 1; :::mi: The tted bond
price will be expressed as bBi (0), and is given by the following static no-arbitrage condition
that is appropriate to a world without taxes, embedded options, or other frictions:
bBi (0) = miX
j=1
ci;jP (0; tj) ; (1)
where P (0; tj) is the time-0 price of a unit face value and risk-free zero-coupon bond with
maturity at time tj ( 0).
As noted by Bliss (1997), because real markets (from which we collect our bond data) are
not frictionless, in practice we do not assume an exact pricing relationship such as equation
(1), but rather the following inexact relation from which we estimate the discount function:
Bi (0) = bBi (0) + "i; (2)
where "i is a random error term.
Many dierent functional forms can be used to estimate discount factors P (0; tj) from
the observed market prices of treasury coupon-bearing bonds|see, for instance, Jerey et al.
(2006) for a survey. In this study, we adopt the Bjork and Christensen (1999) parametriza-
tion, which is consistent with a Gaussian and multi-factor HJM term structure model.
2.1 Bjork and Christensen (1999) parametrization
Bjork and Christensen (1999) argue that the choice of the functional form for the initially
\observed" forward interest rate curve should be consistent with the formulation adopted
for the term structure model under use (in terms of both the number of Brownian motions
and the volatility specication considered).
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Bjork and Christensen (1999, page 327) point out two reasons for such consistency re-
quirement. First, if a given interest rate model is supposed to be subject to daily calibrations,
it is important that, on each day, the parametrized family of forward rate curves that is t-
ted to bond market data is general enough to be invariant under the dynamics of the term
structure model. Second, if a specic family of forward rate curves is shown to have the
ability to eciently recover the cross-section of bond prices observed in the market, then it
makes sense to incorporate such implied yield behavior into the dynamics of the interest rate
model used.
Similarly to Nunes and Oliveira (2007), this paper proposes a parametrization of the
yield curve that is consistent with a Gaussian and multi-factor HJM term structure model.
Such a model can be formulated in terms of risk-free pure discount bond prices, which are
assumed to evolve over time|under the risk-neutral martingale measure Q that takes as
numeraire the \money-market account"| according to the following stochastic dierential
equation:
dP (t; T )
P (t; T )
= r (t) dt+  (t; T )0  dWQ (t) ; (3)
where r (t) is the time-t instantaneous spot rate,  denotes the inner product in Rk, andWQ (t)
2 Rk is a k-dimensional standard Brownian motion. The k-dimensional volatility function
 (; T ) : [0; T ] ! Rk, where 0 denotes the current time, is assumed to satisfy the usual
mild measurability and integrability requirements|as stated, for instance, in Lamberton
and Lapeyre (1996, Theorem 3.5.5)|as well as the \pull-to-par" condition  (u; u) = 0 2
Rk; 8u 2 [0; T ]. Moreover, for reasons of analytical tractability, such volatility function is
assumed to be deterministic.
Following, for instance, Musiela and Rutkowski (1998, Proposition 13.3.2), it is well
known that if the short-term interest rate is Markovian and the volatility function  (; T ) :
[0; T ] ! Rk is time-homogeneous, then the volatility function must be restricted to the
analytical specication
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 (t; T )0 := G0  a 1  Ik   ea(T t) ; (4)
where Ik 2 Rkk represents an identity matrix, while G 2 Rk and a 2 Rkk contain the model
time-independent parameters. The Gauss-Markov and time-homogeneous HJM model to be
estimated is dened by equations (3) and (4).
As shown in Nunes and Oliveira (2007, Proposition 4), under the assumption that matrix
a is diagonal, the minimal consistent family (manifold) of discount functions which is invari-
ant under the dynamics of the HJM model described by equations (3) and (4) is dened by
a mapping   : R2k  R+ ! R; such that
  (z; T   t)  P (t; T ) = exp
(
kX
j=1
zj
aj

1  eaj(T t)+ kX
j=1
zk+j
2aj

1  e2aj(T t)) ; (5)
where zj represents the j
th element of vector z 2 R2k, and aj denes the jth principal diagonal
element of matrix a. Parameters a and z can be estimated by minimizing the absolute
percentage dierences between a cross-section of market treasury coupon-bearing bond prices
and the corresponding discounted values obtained by decomposing each government bond
into a portfolio of pure discount bonds, which are parameterized in equation (5).
Under this general specication, the HJM model dimension will be set at one, two, and
three factors. Hence, three, six and nine parameters will be used, respectively, in the discount
factor specication (5).
2.2 Bond data set description
The bond data set used to estimate the spot yield curve was collected from Bloomberg,
and consists of German coupon-bearing Treasury bonds bid and ask close prices of actual
transactions recorded each day (end of session) during the period between January 2000 and
December 2010.
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To mitigate problems associated with distorted prices arising from bonds not actively
traded during the sample period, the robust outlier identication procedure proposed by
Rousseeuw (1990) is used to exclude from the sample all illiquid issues. On each day, the bid-
ask spreads of all traded bonds are standardized using the sample median (location estimator)
and the median of all absolute deviations from the sample mean (scale estimator). Whenever
the standardized score of a specic bond is higher than a pre-specied cuto value (dened
here as 2.5), that bond is automatically excluded from the cross-section under analysis.
Furthermore, to avoid problems associated with bonds that become less liquid as they
approach maturity|and following, for instance, Sarig and Warga (1989), Daz et al. (2006),
or Daz et al. (2009)|treasury bonds with a residual maturity of less than three months are
excluded from the sample. Finally, and to preserve the homogeneity of the data, we only
consider fully-taxable, non-callable issues.
These lters leave us a total data set of 170 bonds, with an average number of 40 bonds
per cross-section, between a minimum of 27, and a maximum of 73. The average number of
bonds with a residual maturity lower than 2 years is 13; between 2 and 5 years there are, on
average, 13 issues; 8 issues between 5 and 10 years; and 4 issues between 10 and 15 years.
The average number of bonds with a residual maturity beyond 15 years is only 2.6
2.3 Estimation of the term structure of interest rates
On each sample day, the term structure of interest rates is estimated by determining the
values of the parameters z 2 R2k and a 2 Rkk that minimize a maturity weighted mean ab-
solute percentage pricing error (WMAPE) that reects the average of the maturity weighted
dierences between tted and market coupon-bearing bond prices. As noted by Bliss (1997),
pricing errors for longer maturities tend to be larger. Because of the observed heteroskedas-
tic behavior of the pricing errors, and acknowledging the inverse relationship between bond
prices and interest rates, Bliss (1997) suggests weighting the pricing errors using the inverse
6Note that the liquidity lter is only used for estimation purposes. When running the immunization
strategies the whole sample of bonds will be used instead.
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of the corresponding bond's duration to prevent the errors of long-term bonds from dominat-
ing the results. In this study, and because dierent duration measures will be compared, each
absolute percentage pricing error is weighted by the inverse of the bond's residual maturity:
WMAPE (t) :=
NtX
i=1
jei (t)j!i (t)
Nt
; (6)
where ei (t) =
bBi(t) Bi(t)
Bi(t)
is the time-t percentage pricing error of the ith bond, !i (t) =
1= (tmi   t), and (tmi   t) denotes the time to maturity of the ith bond at time t. Bi (t) andbBi (t) represent the \mid-quote" and the tted prices, respectively, of the ith bond, whereas
Nt is the dimension of the cross-section of treasury coupon-bearing bonds at time t.
To obtain the yield curves, the parameters contained in equation (5) are estimated
through the minimization of the WMAPE statistic (6). Throughout the empirical anal-
ysis, all optimization routines are based on the quasi-Newton method, with backtracking
line searches, described in Dennis and Schnabel (1996, Section 6.3).
[Please insert Table 1 about here]
Our results show that the adopted parametrization ts the discount functions implicit in
the German government bond market very well, resulting in reliable and smooth yield curves
for the sample period under analysis. To validate this assertion, the summary statistics of
all absolute pricing errors associated to each end-of-month yield curve estimation, between
January 2000 and December 2010, are presented in Table 1. To better understand the
German term structure behavior, we split the full sample period into two sub-samples: the
\before crisis" period, and the \during crisis" period. The before crisis period begins in
January 2000 and nishes in July 2007, while the during crisis period extends from August
2007 to December 2010.7
7The onset of the nancial crisis is generally accepted to be late July 2007. On August 2007, the European
Central Bank provided the rst large emergency loan to banks in response to increasing pressures in the
Euro interbank market.
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The rst four columns of Table 1 present the end-of-month yield curve estimation errors
for the full sample period, using one-, two-, and three-factor specications. During the overall
sample period, the average mean absolute percentage pricing error (MAPE) generated by
the HJM consistent parametrizations is equal to only 12.5 basis points (b.p.), 9.3 b.p., and
6.1 b.p., respectively, for one-, two-, and three-factor specications. The maximum sample
MAPE (21.3 b.p.) is observed for the single-factor model during the crisis period, while
the minimum sample MAPE (0.6 b.p.) is oered by the three-factor model before the crisis
period. As expected, the two-factor model reports a better performance than the one-factor
version, but also yields tting errors that are clearly higher than those observed for the three-
factor parametrization. The better performance of the three-factor specication is observed
both in the pre-crisis (less volatile) and in the during crisis (more volatile) periods.
[Please insert Table 2 about here]
The summary statistics of the end-of-month one, three, and ve years estimated spot
interest rates are given in Table 2, and its levels are represented in Figure 1. During the
overall sample period, the time-series of one, three, and ve years spot rates display both
high and low volatility regimes as well as diverse shapes. Hence, our data set should provide
an interesting setting to test dierent immunization strategies.
[Please insert Figure 1 about here]
After the bursting of the dotcom bubble and the increased uncertainty following the
terrorist attacks on September 2001, there was a phase of pronounced interest rate decreases
until May 2003. Then, the German yield curve remained stable until September 2006. After
December 2006, the rst signs of increasing turmoil in global nancial markets became
visible, and a moderate reversal in the interest rates was observed until September 2008.
During this period, the German interest rates increased substantially. Since December 2008,
a generalized demand for safe assets, namely for German government bonds, took place.
This global \ight to safety" trend depressed German bond yields more deeply than in any
other Euro-zone country, and imposed a strong downward pressure on interest rates.
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In summary, Figure 1 shows that not only the level but also the slope and curvature of
the German yield curve have changed signicantly during the sample period. This means
that interest rates do not appear to be determined by a single risk factor, but rather by
several factors that aect interest rates dierently over the term structure.
2.4 Principal components analysis
In the previous subsection, the German spot yield surface was tted through the parametric
function (5) that is consistent with the interest rate dynamics generated by one-, two-, and
three-factor HJM models. The goal of the present subsection is to provide empirical support
that conrms the choice of three as the maximum number of non-trivial factors needed to
reproduce almost all of the interest rates variance structure. For that purpose, a principal
components analysis (PCA) is implemented.
The data consists of daily estimated continuously compounded spot interest rates for
ten maturities, between one and 10 years, yielding a total of 3; 116  10 data points, from
January 04, 1999 to December 31, 2010. Since the implementation of the discount function
parametrization (5) requires the previous specication of the number of model factors (k),
the spot interest rates were reestimated|for PCA purposes only|through the Nelson and
Siegel (1987) parametrization of the yield curve.
The PCA was performed not on the interest rate levels but rather on the daily interest
rate changes, since the latter were checked to be stationary. Then the eigenvalues and the
eigenvectors associated with the sample correlation matrix of the spot interest rates changes
were computed, being the eigenvectors scaled to the unit length, that is the eigenvectors, or
loadings, matrix was computed as an orthogonal matrix. Finally, each factor|or \principal
component"{was obtained as a vector of linear combinations between the loadings and the
original data of spot interest rates changes.
Based on the eigenvalues of the sample correlation matrix, it is possible to compute
the contribution of each principal component to the explanation of the overall interest rate
variability. The rst factor is found to explain 79:74% of the total sample variance. The
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second and third factors possess a much lower, but still signicant, explanatory power:
16:27% and 3:94%, respectively. Consequently, the rst three factors, taken together, span
almost 100% of the interest rate variability. Therefore, the number of independent linear
combinations needed to summarize the dynamics of the yield curve, in its entirety, can be
reduced, without much loss of information, to only three orthogonal factors. This empirical
nding not only justies the irrelevance of implementing HJM model specications with
more than three factors, but also raises doubts on the use of single-factor term structure
models for immunization purposes|as done, for instance, by Wu (2000) and Agca (2005).
3 Interest rate risk measures
Considerable research has been undertaken to help protect institutional investors against
the uctuations of interest rates and of bond prices. Money managers, arbitrageurs, and
traders need to measure the bond's price volatility in order to implement hedging and trading
strategies. The most commonly used measure is duration: it reects the sensitivity of bond
prices to a change in interest rates.
3.1 Traditional measures
The traditional or deterministic risk measure that we consider in this study is one of the most
explored in the literature and by practitioners: the Fisher-Weil duration. As mentioned in
Section 1, the concept of duration rst used by Macaulay (1938) assumes the existence of a
at term structure that can change only by parallel shifts. Fisher and Weil (1971) relaxed the
assumption of a at yield curve and developed a new duration measure in which the discount
factors are derived from the current term structure of interest rates. However, Ingersoll Jr.
et al. (1978) show that the Fisher-Weil duration can only be a valid risk measure for parallel
(i.e. shape preserving) shifts in the entire yield curve.
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3.2 Stochastic measures
As argued by Cox et al. (1979), if we are interested in a dynamic duration statistic that
can measure risk for multiple shocks of dierent magnitudes aecting the term structure
of interest rates, then we need a measure that is consistent with the dynamics of the spot
interest rates and, therefore, one that is derived under a reasonable stochastic interest rate
term structure model.
According to equation (3), in this paper we consider a general interest rate term structure
model where the evolution of bond prices is aected by changes in k independent standard
Brownian motions. Following Munk (1999, Equation 2) and using the time-homogeneous
specication of equation (4), the (multi-factor) stochastic durationD(t) for a coupon-bearing
bond can be obtained as the implicit solution of the following equation:
kX
l=1
G2l
a2l

1  ealD(t)2 = kX
l=1
G2l
a2l
"
mX
j=1
w (t; tj)  eal(tj t)
#2
; (7)
where
w (t; tj) :=
cjP (t; tj)Pm
j=1 cjP (t; tj)
are weights which add up to 1, Gl is the l
th element of vector G 2 Rk, al corresponds to the
lth principal diagonal element of matrix a 2 Rkk, and cj are the cash ows generated by
the coupon-bearing bond at times tj > t (for j = 1; :::;m).
Equation (7) will be used in this study to compute the stochastic HJM durations for
the one-factor (k = 1), two-factor (k = 2), and three-factor (k = 3) volatility specications
adopted. For this purpose, it is necessary to estimate the parameters G 2 Rk and a 2 Rkk.
The diagonal matrix a 2 Rkk is obtained by tting equation (5) to market prices of German
Treasury coupon-bearing bonds between January 2000 and December 2010.8 Then, the
8Since one year of data is required to estimate the parameters G 2 Rk dening the HJM volatility function
(4), additionally we also had to estimate the interest rates term structure between January and December
1999.
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volatility parameters G 2 Rk are computed daily by minimizing the dierences between the
historical standard deviation of the one-year forward rate and the model volatility computed
through equation (4).
3.3 Immunization strategies
The goal of an immunization strategy is to ensure today (time 0) that, at the end of a pre-
specied time horizon (time th), and regardless what happens to the yield curve, the market
value of a bond portfolio will be no less than the market value that would be obtained if
interest rates had not change; that is, the realized rate of return on the bond portfolio will
be no less than the current spot rate for time th.
By forming, at time 0, a portfolio with a value equal to the present value of a future
liability that matures at time th, the goal is to manage the portfolio in order to hedge that
unique future liability against yield curve changes. For that purpose, it is well known that
it is only necessary to satisfy the following duration matching immunization rule:
Dp = th, (8)
where Dp is the portfolio duration.
The theoretical justication for the immunization rule dened in equation (8) is related
to the concepts of reinvestment risk and price risk. A shift in the yield curve produces
two symmetrical eects on the future value of a portfolio: the reinvestment eect and the
price eect. The reinvestment eect captures the impact on the compounded value of the
cash ows generated and reinvested up to the investment horizon (th), while the price eect
corresponds to the immediate impact on the portfolio market price of an interest rate change.
When condition (8) is satised, the above symmetric eects are of the same magnitude, and
the net impact is null.
However, the eciency of this immunization rule is limited by the fact that, in order
to maintain the immunization condition (8), the portfolio must be continuously rebalanced
and, in the presence of transaction costs, such continuous rebalancing should penalize the
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portfolio's realized rate of return. Additionally, and no matter the duration measure used in
equation (8), we are always confronted with the \risk of stochastic process": For instance,
the use of the Fisher-Weil duration in the immunization rule (8) is only ecient if the yield
curve is driven only by parallel shifts, as described in Ingersoll Jr. et al. (1978) and Cox et
al. (1979).
The goal behind the use of a stochastic duration measure is the same as for the Macaulay
or Fisher-Weil durations: the measurement of the relative change in the price of a bond (or a
portfolio of bonds) arising from an unexpected change in interest rates. This means that the
immunization condition (8) still holds if we replace the Fisher-Weil duration by a stochastic
duration measure.
Finally, note that only duration-matched immunization strategies will be run in this
study. Since we will be working in continuous time, the convexity of the bond's portfolio
will be of order O(dt2) and, hence, should have no value.
4 Implementation issues
This section presents the methodological issues associated to the implementation of the
immunization strategies tested. We specify three immunization horizons (of one, three, and
ve years) and divide the whole sample period into overlapping subintervals. Each planning
period starts at monthly intervals on the last trading day. The opportunity set consists of
all outstanding German government bonds.
4.1 Starting and rebalancing dates
The sample comprises the period from January 2000 to December 2010. To increase the
number of holding period observations, we restart a new strategy every month. This means
that there are a total of 120 overlapping starting dates for the one-year, 96 for the three-year,
and 72 for the ve-year planning horizons. Globally, we have tested a total of 38,370 portfo-
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lios whose duration matches exactly the respective immunization periods|as prescribed by
equation (8).
For the entire sample period, each portfolio is rebalanced monthly (at the end of each
month) as well as|following Daz et al. (2009)|on every coupon payment date, by rein-
vesting the cash ows generated by the bonds included in the portfolio. These procedures
constitute important innovations since in the previous literature the portfolios are only re-
balanced quarterly or semi-annually, and are not adjusted extraordinarily irrespective of
the pattern of bond payments|see, for instance, Fooladi and Roberts (1992), Soto (2001,
2004), and Agca (2005)|or, at most, merely add the interim coupons obtained at the next
rebalancing date|as in Bravo and Silva (2006).
4.2 Prices, bond selection and portfolio formation strategies
Since all immunization strategies will be tested under the presence of transaction costs, we
use bid prices to evaluate the portfolio and to sell bonds, but ask prices to buy bonds at each
rebalancing date. On the starting date of each immunization period, the bonds used in this
study are ltered to ensure that only bonds that had already been traded by that date (i.e.
bonds that already had their rst settlement date and had not reached their maturity) were
considered. Since the component bonds of each portfolio will be maintained throughout the
entire immunization period, we need to prevent a component bond from maturing before
the end of the last rebalancing interval. Henceforth, only bonds that expire no less than
one month before the target date are considered to be combined with all the other bonds.
Whenever these bonds expire, we sell the entire portfolio and buy a synthetic zero-coupon
bond with a time to maturity equal to the residual immunization horizon.9
We run random, bullet and barbell portfolios at each starting date, and each of these
portfolios is duration matched with the target zero-coupon bond. Random portfolios cor-
respond to active portfolio management strategies and are formed using all the possible
9Daz et al. (2009) use one-week repos and rebalance the portfolio weekly until the end of the holding
period. Bravo and Silva (2006) implement a procedure that is similar to ours.
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two-bond constituents amongst the available German Treasury bonds at each starting date.
Bullet and barbel portfolios express passive immunization strategies and correspond, respec-
tively, to the shortest and highest duration dierences between the two bonds involved in all
strategies that have started in each month.
4.3 Eciency measure
To measure the eciency of the immunization strategies to be analyzed in Section 5, we
compute the following excess return (ERth0 ) measure for all the tested immunization portfo-
lios:
ERth0 := RRR
th
0   rc (0; th) ; (9)
where rc (0; th) is the continuously compounded spot rate given, at each starting date, by
the interest rate term structure model under use for a maturity equal to the immunization
period (th = 1; 3; and 5 years), and RRR
th
0 is the portfolio realized rate of return which is
computed at the end of the immunization period as
RRRth0 :=
ln

Bp(th)
Bp(0)

th
; (10)
where Bp (0) and Bp (th) are the initial and the nal values of the immunized portfolio,
respectively. Note that when the excess return ERth0 is greater than or equal to zero, the
liability is fully covered.
As mentioned in Section 1, this study only considers duration based immunization strate-
gies. Two dierent risk measures are used to match the durations of the portfolios: the
Fisher-Weil duration and the stochastic duration (under one-, two- and three-factor HJM
specications).
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5 Empirical results
Table 3 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the excess returns|as dened in equation
(9)|generated by duration matched portfolios based on the Fisher-Weil and on stochastic
risk measures. Both risk measures are implemented under the Gaussian HJM model (3),
using one, two, and three factors. Panels A, B, and C show the excess returns statistics for
one-, two- and ve-year immunization periods, respectively. Overall, we tested a number of
portfolios that ranges from a total of 29,350, for the one-year, 7,391, for the three-year, and
1,629 for the ve-year immunization horizons.
[Please insert Table 3 about here]
For all immunization horizons considered, and under any number of model factors, the
use of a stochastic duration measure provides a better performance than the Fisher-Weil risk
measure. The average and median excess return is always higher for the strategies based on
a stochastic duration measure, whereas its standard deviation is usually lower (except for the
three-year planning horizon when tested under a single-factor HJM model). For instance,
under a three-factor HJM model and for the ve-year immunization period, the average
excess return obtained through a stochastic duration measure is 3 b.p. higher than the one
produced via the Fisher-Weil duration, and the standard deviation of the excess return is
0:2 b.p. lower than the one associated to the deterministic duration measure. Moreover, the
mean-dierence comparisons (based on a one tail t-test) between the Fisher-Weil and the
stochastic duration measures are not statistically signicant at a 10 percent level only for
the one- and two-factor specications (in one- and three-year immunization horizons for the
single-factor model, and in one-year strategies for two-factor models).
Under a three-factor HJM model, the independence of the average excess returns gen-
erated by deterministic and stochastic duration measures is always rejected at a 10 percent
signicance level for one-year strategies and at a 5 percent level for longer immunization hori-
zons. This means that the dierences in performance between deterministic and stochastic
duration measures are better captured under a multi-factor term structure model. There-
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fore, this nding also explains the inability of the single-factor HJM model adopted by Ho
et al. (2001) or Agca (2005) to compare the immunization performance of deterministic and
stochastic risk measures.
The use of a more general three-factor specication not only highlights the superiority
of the stochastic duration measure with respect to its deterministic counterpart but also
provides a better immunization performance than the alternative lower-dimensional speci-
cations. For instance, through a stochastic duration measure and for the three-year immu-
nization period, the three-factor HJM specication yields the highest average excess return
(of 22:2 b.p.) and the lowest standard deviation (of 17:5 b.p.). Note that the superior per-
formance of the three-factor HJM formulation is in line with, for instance, the ndings of
Soto (2004) and Bravo and Silva (2006), who show that the number of risk factors considered
in the design of immunization strategies is of particular relevance. Furthermore, during our
sample period, the frequent changes of the German yield curve shape|in particular after the
start of the crisis period, when a twist and a strong upward steepening were observed|also
favored the higher exibility provided by a multi-factor specication.
Table 3 shows that the superiority of stochastic duration measures is stronger the longer
the immunization planning horizon: For the ve-year immunization period, the null hy-
pothesis of a zero mean-dierence is rejected at a 10 percent signicance level even for the
single-factor HJM specication. Moreover, longer planning horizons tend also to improve
immunization performance: The highest average excess return for the one-year horizon is
equal to only 18.8 b.p., which compares with 22.2 b.p. and 27.7 b.p. for the three-, and
ve-year immunization periods; moreover, the longer ve-year horizon presents the lowest
standard deviations (for all duration measures and under all model dimensions). This ev-
idence supports previous studies|as, for instance, Soto (2004), Agca (2005) or Bravo and
Silva (2006)|and suggests that duration-matching strategies are likely to work better for
longer investment horizons. A possible explanation for the good performance of the longer
immunization strategies lies in the relatively less rebalancing needs to ensure the duration
matching condition.
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[Please insert Table 4 about here]
Since we are mainly concerned with the downside risk associated to an immunization
strategy, Table 4 reports the percentage of duration matched portfolios whose excess return|
as dened in equation (9)|is negative, meaning that the liability coverage is not achieved.
The second to seventh columns of Table 4 report the negative performance of the Fisher-Weil
and stochastic risk measures, under the one-, two-, and three-factor HJM parametrizations.
Panels A, B, and C show the results for the one-, three-, and ve-year immunization horizons,
respectively. To control whether the volatility changes that have been experienced during
the sample period could aect the performance of the immunization strategies, we split the
full period into two sub-periods. The \before crisis" period ranges from January 2000 to
July 2007, when the markets experienced a lower volatility regime, while the \during crisis"
period, covering August 2007 to December 2010, was characterized by dramatic changes in
both the level and shape of the term structure.
Table 4 shows that the stochastic risk measures adopted encompass a lower downside
risk than the Fisher-Weil duration. For all model dimensions and immunization periods, the
percentage of portfolios with negative excess returns is always higher for the deterministic
Fisher-Weil duration. For instance, under a three-factor HJM model and for the three-year
immunization horizon, the percentage of unsuccessful immunization strategies is reduced
from 9:7% to 5:7% when moving from the deterministic to the stochastic duration measure.
For all immunization periods considered, and consistently with the results already pre-
sented in Table 3, the three-factor HJM specication yields the lowest percentage of negative
excess returns: For example, with a three-year planning horizon and using a stochastic du-
ration measure, the percentage of portfolios with negative excess returns drops from 8:9%
to 5:7% as we move from a single-factor to a three-factor HJM model. These results pro-
vide further evidence on the advantage of comparing the performance of deterministic and
stochastic risk measures under a multi-factor formulation.
As expected, the percentage of unsuccessful immunization strategies is higher during the
\crisis period" for all planning horizons, model dimensions and duration measures. Never-
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theless, we still observe the same patterns as for the overall sample period: The stochastic
duration measure implemented under a three-factor HJM specication yields the lowest per-
centage of portfolios with negative excess returns.
To test the inuence of the portfolio formation technique on the immunization perfor-
mance, the bottom lines of Panels A, B, and C from Tables 3 and 4 summarize, respectively,
the average excess returns and the percentage of portfolios with negative excess returns that
are generated by the bullet and barbell strategies. The bullet portfolios clearly outperform
barbell portfolios: The bullet strategies always yield higher average excess returns and less
unsuccessful portfolios for all model dimensions, risk measures, and immunization periods.
This overall better performance of the bullet portfolios is in accordance with the existing
literature|see, for example, Fooladi and Roberts (1992) or Agca (2005)|and arises be-
cause bullet portfolios have more cash ows centered around the planning horizon, yielding,
therefore, a lower exposure to interest rate risk than for barbell portfolios.
In summary, Tables 3 and 4 show that immunization strategies based on a stochastic
duration measure (derived from a multi-factor term structure model) provide superior per-
formance against interest rate risk. This is an important nding for insurance or pension
funds, i.e. investors that typically face long-term planning horizons, and to whom the avail-
ability of more eective interest rate risk management tools is crucial.
6 Robustness tests
Our previous results show that the number of immunized portfolios that beat the expected
rate of return (given by the initial spot rate for the planning horizon)|that is the number of
positive returns obtained from equation (9)|is maximized when using a stochastic duration
measure instead of its deterministic counterpart. This happens for all immunization periods,
sub-samples, portfolio formation strategies, and model dimensions tested.
[Please insert Figure 2 about here]
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To evaluate the robustness of the previous empirical ndings, we perform a stochastic
dominance analysis to all the combinations tested, i.e. to the one-, two-, and three-factor
HJM parametrizations implemented using both deterministic and stochastic duration mea-
sures. Based on the cumulative distribution of the percentage returns (instead of average
realized returns), this analysis provides additional evidence that immunization strategies
based on stochastic duration measures lead to a superior performance. The results are
plotted in Figure 2. Figure 2.A shows the cumulative probability frequencies for the one-
year immunization period, using one-, two-, and three-factor HJM parametrizations of the
yield curve. Figures 2.B and 2.C present the same frequencies for the three-, and ve-year
immunization periods, respectively.
Figure 2 shows that the probability of achieving a better immunization result is always
greater with the stochastic rather than with the Fisher-Weil duration measure. For the
three- and ve-year immunization periods, the use of a stochastic HJM three-factor dura-
tion guarantees rst-order stochastic dominance over the use of the Fisher-Weil duration
measure. For the one-year holding period, no clear rst-order stochastic dominance is noted.
Nevertheless, second-order stochastic dominance in favor of the stochastic duration approach
is observed for this immunization period. Therefore, this results conrm that the superiority
of the stochastic duration performance grows with the length of the immunization period
considered.
[Please insert Table 5 about here]
In opposition with Agca (2005), we have tested dierent immunization rules using real
market data instead of simulated bond prices. Therefore, the empirical evidence found
against the use of deterministic duration measures cannot be attributed to its inconsistency
with the interest rate HJM model dynamics adopted. However, it is then possible to argue
that the yield curve estimation errors reported in Table 1 might be large enough to aect
the performance of the risk measures tested.
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In order to test if the outcomes of Tables 3 and 4 depend on the mist of the spot yield
curve, we estimate the following regression model for dierent investment horizons, dierent
risk measures and dierent model dimensions:
Mean jER (t)j =  +  MAPE (t) + " (t) ; (11)
where Mean jER (t)j is the mean absolute excess return obtained from all immunization
strategies starting at the end of month t, MAPE (t) is the corresponding end-of-month t
mean absolute percentage pricing error associated to the yield curve estimation, and " (t) is
an error regression term. The results are reported in Table 5, and show that even at a 10
percent signicance level, we cannot reject the null hypothesisH0:  = 0 for all immunization
periods, for all duration measures, and under any model dimension. Consequently, we may
conclude that our results are robust against the noise associated to the estimation of the
spot interest rates.10
7 Conclusions
The duration measures of Macaulay and Fisher-Weil are still widely used in practice, even
though new risk measures have emerged through the rapid development of stochastic term
structure models. Moreover, the empirical evidence on the performance and eciency of
these two groups of risk measures is mixed, with some empirical studies nding that tradi-
tional deterministic duration measures perform at least as well as the stochastic risk measures
derived from no-arbitrage term structure models.
The stochastic term structure model used in this study belongs to the popular arbitrage-
free framework proposed by Heath et al. (1992). The hypothesis under study is that the risk
measures implied by stochastic term structure models are more appropriate for immunization
10Following Daz et al. (2008), we have also used the changes in the target rate of return (end-of-month
one-, three-, and ve-year zero coupon yields) instead of MAPE as the explanatory variable, and the changes
in the mean absolute excess returns as the explained variable, but the results are broadly similar to the ones
presented in Table 5. To save space, those results are not reported here but are available upon request.
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purposes than their traditional counterparts. For this purpose, this study compares the
immunization performance of the Fisher-Weil duration with the stochastic risk measures
derived from an yield curve parametrization that is consistent with a Gaussian and multi-
factor HJM term structure model, as suggested by Bjork and Christensen (1999). A duration
matching strategy is considered, and we run a total of 38,370 portfolios among random, bullet
and barbell strategies, during a sample period that ranges from January 2000 to December
2010.
The results obtained clearly suggest that stochastic risk measures outperform the tradi-
tional Fisher-Weil duration for immunization purposes. Furthermore, we also conclude that
the superiority of the stochastic duration measures is better captured under a multi-factor
term structure model and for longer immunization periods. Note that these conclusions are
based not only on the analysis of average excess returns and downside risks for each duration
approach, but are also justied by a stochastic dominance analysis. We have also compared
the inuence of portfolio formation techniques on the average nal return of the bond port-
folio, and found that bullet portfolios tend to provide a better immunization performance
than barbell strategies.
Our conclusions are in line with, for instance, Fooladi and Roberts (1992), Soto (2001)
or Agca (2005) in respect to the prevalence of additional returns due to portfolio formation
techniques, but diverge fromWu (2000) and Agca (2005) when comparing the performance of
stochastic and deterministic duration measures. This divergence arises because Wu (2000)
and Agca (2005) only use a single-factor term structure model while we test multi-factor
HJM specications.
Note that our analysis avoids any model bias that might favor HJM risk measures be-
cause we compare all risk measures using real market data. Moreover, we also show that
the superior performance of the stochastic duration measures is not driven by yield curve
estimation errors.
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Table 4: Percentage of negative excess returns by duration approach, model dimension and
portfolio formation strategy.
One factor Two factors Three factors
FWD SD FWD SD FWD SD
Panel A: One-year immunization period
Random portfolios
Full period 19.7% 12.1% 15.2% 8.6% 12.6% 8.4%
Before crisis 18.1% 11.6% 13.4% 8.2% 11.7% 8.2%
During crisis 21.4% 17.9% 16.1% 12.6% 14.8% 10.9%
Bullet 10.6% 9.6% 8.5% 7.4% 8.5% 7.4%
Barbell 12.8% 12.8% 11.7% 10.6% 11.7% 10.6%
Panel B: Three-year immunization period
Random portfolios
Full period 16.0% 8.9% 13.4% 7.1% 9.7% 5.7%
Before crisis 13.3% 6.6% 11.2% 4.9% 8.5% 4.1%
During crisis 18.0% 14.2% 14.9% 11.7% 11.6% 8.6%
Bullet 8.3% 6.3% 8.3% 6.3% 8.3% 4.2%
Barbell 10.4% 8.3% 8.3% 8.3% 8.3% 6.3%
Panel C: Five-year immunization period
Random portfolios
Full period 5.3% 3.6% 3.2% 2.9% 3.2% 2.4%
Before crisis 5.3% 3.6% 3.2% 2.9% 3.2% 2.4%
During crisis n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Bullet 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 4.0% 8.0% 4.0%
Barbell 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 4.0% 8.0% 4.0%
Table 4 presents the percentage of duration matched portfolios with negative excess returns|as dened in
equation (9)|which are formed using the Fisher-Weil risk measure (FWD) and stochastic durations (SD).
Both risk measures are implemented under the Gaussian HJM model (3), using one, two, and three factors.
Panels A, B, and C show the negative excess returns for one-, three-, and ve-year immunization periods,
respectively. The full period covers January 2000 to December 2010, the before crisis period extends from
January 2000 until July 2007, while the crisis period ranges from August 2007 to December 2010. Since
the crisis period on our database lasts for only 3.3 years, results are not available (n.a.) for the ve-
year immunization period. Bullet and barbell portfolios are selected at each starting date, and refer to the
portfolios with the smallest and largest duration dierences, respectively, between the two component bonds.
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Figure 2: Comparison of stochastic and deterministic duration approaches through rst order
stochastic dominance.
      Figure 3.A: One year immunization period   Figure 3.C: Five years immunization periodFigure 3.B: Three years immunization period
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Fig 3.A.3: Three factors
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Fig 3.B.3: Three factors
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Fig 3.C.3: Three factors
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Figure 2 shows the cumulative probability distribution of excess returns|as dened by equation (9)|for
dierent immunization periods, and considering one-, two-, and three-factor HJM parametrizations of the
yield curve. The line labeled as \FWD" corresponds to the use of the Fisher-Weil deterministic duration
measure, while the solid line labeled as \SD" is generated by a stochastic duration measure.
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